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Introduction

Info centre touring

ALLROUNDERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
boat type

The sport of kayaking is something for young and old, for ambitious paddlers who do sports to keep fit
as well as for those who prefer a leisurely paddle to enjoy nature. Immerse yourself into the fascinating
world of kayaking.
Kayaking is our passion, which we would like to share with you.

volume

capacity

cockpit

paddler weight

tracking

agility

stability

speed

Flex 4

Deck-Box

perimeter
line

steering
mountings

storage
front

storage
back

503 cm

63 cm

28 kg

455 L

160 kg

4

75 - 110 kg

TOURYAK 500

8

8

9

8

58 L

133 L

Page 8

470 cm

63 cm

27 kg

440 L

150 kg

2

75 - 110 kg

TOURYAK

7

7

9

7

50 L

125 L

Page 9

MOTION

HTP

454 cm

59 cm

26 kg

340 L

110 kg

3

50 - 85 kg

MOTION

8

6

7

7

45 L

105 L

Page 9

DAYLINER L

HTP

423 cm

64 cm

25 kg

380 L

120 kg

2

60 - 110 kg

DAYLINER L

8

7

8

7

52 L

85 L

Page 10

DAYLINER L "LIGHT" GFK / CA

8

7

9

7

53 L

88 L

Page 10

DAYLINER S

8

7

8

6

35 L

70 L

Page 10

Laminat

432 cm

67 cm

21 / 18,5 kg

388 L

130 kg

9

60 - 110 kg

HTP

387 cm

61 cm

22 kg

319 L

80 kg

3

50 - 70 kg

EXCURSION EVO

HTP

518 cm

70 cm

38 kg

515 L

250 kg

4

70 - 110 kg

EXCURSION EVO

5

8

9

6

ca. 60 L

ca. 120 L

Page 12

POSEIDON

HTP

518 cm

68 cm

39 kg

505 L

240 kg

4

70 - 100 kg

POSEIDON

8

6

9

7

60 L

120 L

Page 12

45 L

YUKON K II GFK / CA

Laminat

546 cm

68 cm

29 / 25 kg

510 L

235 kg

3

70 - 100 kg

YUKON K II GFK / CA

8

5

9

8

RELAX GFK / CA

Laminat

546 cm

68 cm

29 / 25 kg

510 L

235 kg

open

70 - 100 kg

RELAX GFK / CA

8

5

9

8

ALBOREA GFK / CA

Laminat

422 cm

60 cm

17 / 15,5 kg

289 L

90 kg

3

50 - 75 kg

ALBOREA GFK / CA

6

7

7

5

LAGUNA GFK / CA

Laminat

455 cm

64 cm

20 / 18,5 kg

390 L

125 kg

3

65 - 95 kg

LAGUNA GFK / CA

6

8

8

6

FAST SINGLE KAYAKS FOR LAKES, COAST AND THE SEA
material

lenght

width

weight

120 L

Page 13

120 L

Page 13

89 L

Page 14

45 L

105 L

Page 14

storage
front

storage
back

FAST SINGLE KAYAKS FOR LAKES, COAST AND THE SEA
volume

capacity

cockpit

paddler weight

boat type

tracking

agility

stability

speed

Flex 4

Deck-Box

perimeter
line

steering
mountings

SEAYAK 500 LV

HTP

500 cm

55 cm

26 kg

329 L

100 kg

2

50 - 75 kg

SEAYAK 500 LV

9

7

6

9

50 L

95 L

Page 16

SEAYAK 520 HV

HTP

518 cm

58 cm

28 kg

380 L

140 kg

2

80-120 kg

SEAYAK 520 HV

9

8

7

9

55 L

107 L

Page 16

SEAYAK

HTP

490 cm

58 cm

27 kg

360 L

120 kg

3

65 - 85 kg

SEAYAK

7

8

7

8

42 L

110 L

Page 16

PriLite

530 cm

58 cm

23 kg

375 L

140 kg

3

70 - 90 kg

MARLIN PriLite

9

8

7

9

58 L

108 L

Page 18

MARLIN PriLite

PROTEUS GFK / CA

HTP

518 cm

59 cm

28 kg

390 L

150 kg

2

80 - 110 kg

KODIAK

9

5

7

9

63 L

114 L

Page 18

Laminat

520 cm

57 cm

21 kg / 19,5 kg

385 L

140 kg

3

75 - 105 kg

PROTEUS GFK / CA

10

5

8

10

60 L

125 L

Page 20

48 L

119 L

Page 20

99 L

Page 20

MILLENIUM GFK / CA

Laminat

505 cm

59 cm

20,5 kg / 19 kg

360 L

125 kg

3

65 - 90 kg

MILLENIUM GFK / CA

7

8

8

8

BARRACUDA RS GFK / CA

Laminat

518 cm

55 cm

19 kg / 16 kg

335 L

100 kg

3

60 - 90 kg

BARRACUDA RS GFK / CA

10

4

2

10

UNCOMPLICATED BOATS FOR BEGINNERS AND OCCASIONAL PADDLERS
boat type

material

lenght

width

weight

volume

capacity

UNCOMPLICATED BOATS FOR BEGINNERS AND OCCASIONAL PADDLERS
cockpit

paddler weight

boat type

tracking

agility

stability

speed

Flex 4

Deck-Box

perimeter
line

steering
mountings

storage
front

storage
back

CAPRI I

HTP

367 cm

62 cm

20 kg

260 L

90 kg

2

50 - 80 kg

CAPRI I

7

6

7

6

95 L

Page 22

CAPRI II

HTP

467 cm

69 cm

33 kg

485 L

200 kg

1/2

55 - 90 kg

CAPRI II

8

6

9

6

90 L

Page 22

Laminate

466 cm

69 cm

24 kg / 22 kg

460 L

200 kg

3

55 - 90 kg

PIAVE GFK / CA

8

6

9

6

80 L

Page 22

CRUISER 320

HTP

323 cm

70 cm

22 kg

370 L

135 kg

7

70 - 110 kg

CRUISER 320

4

9

10

2

115 L*

Page 24

CRUISER 430

HTP

430 cm

68 cm

23 kg

405 L

140 kg

7

70 - 110 kg

CRUISER 430

8

7

9

6

110 L*

Page 24

CRUISER II

HTP

470 cm

69 cm

34 kg

510 L

240 kg

7

70 - 110 kg

CRUISER II

7

7

10

5

110 L*

Page 24

PIAVE GFK / CA

KAYAKS FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS
boat type

FLIPPER

material

lenght

width

KAYAKS FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS
weight

volume

capacity

cockpit

paddler weight

boat type

tracking

agility

stability

speed

PriLite

293 cm

56 cm

9 kg

210 L

40 kg

8

20 - 35 kg

FLIPPER

4

10

6

4

SEAYAK JUNIOR

HTP

383 cm

56 cm

16 kg

235 L

60 kg

1

35 - 55 kg

SEAYAK JUNIOR

7

7

7

6

SEAYAK JUNIOR „PRO“

HTP

383 cm

56 cm

18 kg

235 L

60 kg

1

35 - 55 kg

SEAYAK JUNIOR „PRO“

7

7

7

6

Cockpitsizes: 1 = 81cm, 2 = 92cm, 3 = 88cm, 4 = 93 cm, 7 = 110 cm, 8 = 62 cm, 9 = 100 cm
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boat type

HTP

KODIAK

But I am not only fascinated by travels to far off countries, an evening glide on our local Simssee at
sunset or a fun-packed white water ride on the nearby Brandenberger Ache are all it takes to remind
me of the amazing diversity of my sport.

weight

HTP

boat type

In what other way can you move so quietly and with your own muscle power and in what other way
can you move your approximately 80kg of luggage so easily and with little input of energy.

width

TOURYAK

DAYLINER S

last year I had the wonderful opportunity to test our sea kayaks as far
away as Greenland. I did not only enjoy combining hobby and profession
there, but I became again aware of how fascinating our sport is.

lenght

TOURYAK 500

DAYLINER L "LIGHT" GFK / CA

Dear friends
of the kayaking sport,

material

ALLROUNDERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Assessment: 1 low - 10 very good, tracking and agility can
be influenced by using steering equipment.

Flex 4

Deck-Box

perimeter
line

steering
mountings

storage
front

storage
back
Page 14
Page 15

56 L

*Storage spaces not watertight.

Page 15

Made in Germany

Made in Germany
All HTP-kayaks and various accessories like the steering equipment, roof rack accessories or boat
carts are “Made in Germany“. Further items like paddles, spraydecks and packbags are from
EU-partner countries. Short distances as well as close contact between us and the respective production guarantee a best-possible quality control. Transport routes of the goods are considerably
shorter, thus the amount of energy required for transport is also reduced.
The maintenance and creation of jobs is a big issue for us. Suppliers in Germany and Europe are
benefitting from this strategy. Products, produced in the region of Germany are marked with the
German flag. Products, „made in Europe“ are marked with the EU flag.
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Paddling with Prijon

Sea Kayak Tours with Prijon
You would like to go on guided sea kayak tours in maritime surroundings? We are offering you the
chance to spend a week of memorable day tours with our seasoned guide in a very scenic region
´
of Croatia. Choose between Prvic (near Šibenik) and Risanka on the main
island of Kornati. Please
refer to www.prijon.com/seekajakreisen on our website for the dates.
For our base in Risanka, we can make you individual offers for individual dates, starting from
a number of 5 participants, be it self-catered or with half or full board. Just be in touch!
Phone +49 8031 / 30370 or seekajak@prijon.com
You would just like to hire equipment locally?
In Prvic Island it is possible to rent our sea kayaks with spraydeck and paddle, provided that you stay
with our landlord Ante on the island. Just let us know, if you are interested.
´

www.prijon.com

Kayak School, Rental & Guided Tours
Learn kayaking at one of our kayak schools.

4

Soca - Slovenia

Augsburg

Chiemsee and Rosenheim

kajakschule@prijon.com

Paddling on the Eiskanal
and more.

Guided kayak and SUP tours
around Rosenheim.

Manager: Rüdiger Kruklinski
Tel. +49 179 / 102 9687

Phone: +49 151 / 152 274 19
www.prijon-augsburg.de

Phone.: +49 8031 / 3037-0
www.prijon.com

How can i find the ideal boat?

Which boat is the right one for me?
On the following pages you will find our touring and sea kayaks. In order to facilitate the direct
comparison, we have attached our info centre at the back of the catalogue with the most
important figures and characteristics of the boats.
We divided the term touring kayak into different categories
to make your pre-selection progress easier.
The division was made mainly according to boat size.

To put it simply:
Long + slim = wobbly + fast
Short + wide = stable + slow
Beginners

Allrounder

Fast single kayaks

Allrounders
for all occasions

Fast single kayak for lakes,
coast and the sea

Boats for beginners and
occasional paddlers

This category is ideal for a vast
range of terrains, from rivers to
coastal waters in calm conditions.
Here you will find well-tried
allrounders for luggage tours,
for example the Touryak, agile
kayaks for fast-moving rivers, like
the Yukon Expedition and various
two-seaters. These boats have
been constructed a bit shorter and
broader to provide a higher level
of base stability.

These boats are relatively slim
and long, a fact, which provides
them with a high base speed and
pronounced tracking qualities.
However, slim boats are less stable
with regard to keeling over. For
seasoned paddlers this is no problem.
Beginners should test these boats on
calm waters first.

These kayaks are very similar to
the allrounders with regard to boat
shape. They have good tracking,
but can be maneuvered well. The
essential difference is the technical
equipment of the boats. There are
no waterproof storages
(apart from the Cruiser II) and the
seating is also simpler. Therefore
these boats are very well suited
for short tours without a lot of
luggage or for kayak rental.

You find fast single kayaks
from page 8 ...

You will find the allrounders
from page 16 ...

You will find these
kayaks from page 22 ...

5

Material touring

Which material is the best?
We are offering three different materials for sea kayaks and touring kayaks. You will find the best kayak material
for your purpose. HTP is the sturdiest material used in the production of kayaks world-wide. Whatever you are
planning, the boat is up to it. Laminate kayaks, made of Carbon-Aramide are very light and elegant. If low weight
is important to you, they are the right choice.
Laminate boats are, however, more susceptible to ground impact and should therefore be primarily used in freeflowing waters. PriLite kayaks are in between HTP and Laminate with regard to weight and sturdiness. They are
lighter than HTP, but sturdier than Laminate kayaks.

HTP
HIGH-PERFORMANCE THERMOPLAST
For the production of its world-famous HTP-kayaks, PRIJON is using a special PE, called HTP. This material can only be
used in blow-moulding and not in roto-moulding, as used by other producers of kayaks. The molecule chains of HTP
are approximately 10 times longer than those of rotated PE. This makes the boat hulls stiffer, lighter and less susceptible
to abrasion. HTP-kayaks have clear advantages regarding form stability, abrasion and boat weight, compared to kayaks
made of rotated PE. HTP is very environmentally friendly. When it is recycled, there are no poisonous gases or residues; it
is ground water neutral and free of heavy metals. Care: HTP-boat shells are very sturdy and already possess a permanent
protection against UV-rays. Therefore they need no treatment with varnishes, wax or other care materials.
+
+
+

Extremely high level of mechanical resilience
Not sensitive to ground contact
Stiff and form stable when paddling in arctic or tropical regions

-

Comparably high weight

PriLite
For PriLite boats, the ABS-combination plates, sealed with UV-resistant perspex, are pulled into the hot moulds, which
have a temperature of approximately 80 degrees, in a computerized process, using heat and vacuum. The upper and
lower parts of the boat are inseparably joined together by a double-sided U-profile. This profile additionally strengthens
the sides of the kayak against impact. The mounting of deck mountings and interior fittings are thoroughly done by hand,
as on all Prijon boats. Advantages: PriLite boats are approx. 20% lighter than comparable kayaks made of HTP. At the
same time there is a clear advantage regarding stability compared to GFK or Carbon/Aramide.
Repairs/Care: Superficial scratches can be polished off with a special paste, available in specialized shops. Larger repairs are
made with Epoxi. The inside of the boat should not be permanently exposed to sun (store upside down!).

+
+

Lighter than HTP
More sturdy than GFK/Carbon Aramide

-

More susceptible to mechanical wear and tear than HTP

mechanical
resilience
HTP
GFK
Carbon-Aramid
PriLite

6

thermal
resilience

not sensitive to
ground impact

weight
handling

Technique touring

Laminated kayaks
Laminated kayaks are made by hand in the traditional way. They are more sensitive to contact with the ground
compared to boats made of HTP or PriLite, and should therefore be predominantly used in free-flowing waters.
PRIJON is offering the two material varieties of GFK and Carbon/Aramide.
Carbon-Aramide
These boats mainly consist of carbon and
Aramide fibres, combining the excellent
qualities of carbon, which is very hard
and gives the boat its stiffness with the
qualities of Aramide, which is very shockproof and provides the necessary impact
resistance of the kayak. The biggest
advantage of this construction method is
clearly the incredibly low weight (up to
10kg lighter than HTP-boats).
+
+
-

GFK
The fibre mats of our GFK-kayaks mainly
consist of glass fibres, which are very stiff,
but still reasonably priced. Kayaks made of
GFK are comparable to the PriLite boats with
regard to their weight.
+

20% reduction of weight compared
to a comparable HTP-kayak
Elegant shape
Simple handling outside the water
More susceptible to mechanical wear
and tear than HTP and PriLite

+
+
-

The lightest boat, 25% less weight
than a HTP-kayak
Elegant shape
More susceptible to mechanical
wear and tear than HTP and PriLite

flex 4 system
Ample adjustment options to efficiently adjust the seating position.

1 Thigh cushions are adjustable lengthwise by approx. 7 cms, thus permitting knee angle to be
perfectly adjusted.
2 By loosening the screws at the sides, the seating shell can be moved and continuously adjusted
by approx.10 cms. Don‘t forget to tighten the screws again!
3 A rope clip, centrally located at the seat, arrests the angle of the backrest.
4 The position of the foot rest with the control pedals can be adjusted according to leg length.

1

2

3

4

7

Touryak 500

NEW

The new TOURYAK 500 is the ideal kayak for your tours on
rivers, lakes and along the coast. Thanks to the generous
amount of space in the cockpit and luggage compartments as
well as its comprehensive standard equipment, the TOURYAK
500 is perfectly suited for paddling tours with luggage.

TOURYAK 500
material

i

You will find detailed information on
suitability and characteristics in our
Info Centre on page 51 …
Info regarding our test dealers at
www.prijon.com

Art.No. 100 850
The modern lower boat with the
dished sides offers a very high level
of initial and secondary stability,
whilst running easily. By using the
edges of the hull, even a narrow
curve radius can be mastered
almost effortlessly. This is due to the
combination of rocker, the edges
on the lower boat and the best possible control due to the adjustable
3D thigh rests. Take the opportunity
and test the TOURYAK 500 at one
of the numerous testing events,
provided by our dealers.
Made in Germany
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STEERING EQUIPMENT

HTP

length

503 cm

width

63 cm

weight

28 kg

volume

455 l

paddler weight
cockpit

160 kg
4 (94 cm)

Art.No. 90 524

Almost all PRIJON touring kayaks can be equipped
with a foot steering. The necessary steering attachment has already been installed in the boats. The
initial installation of the steering should therefore only
take a few minutes. The steering has a positive effect
on tracking and agility.
Steering which unfolds fully, for PRIJON one-seaters
with profiled, flow-optimized steering blade, made of
fibre-reinforced plastics.

Touryak

Motion

Art.No. 100 840

Art.No. 100 530

Its slim shape as well as a flatter
cockpit make the MOTION especially interesting for a bit sportier
and lighter paddlers. Despite the
compact length, the MOTION is
pleasantly fast, but remains tilt-resistant at any time. A great boat for
extended touring.

Medium and larger paddlers
wishing to go on longer tours with
luggage, are very well suited with
the TOURYAK. Very good tracking
qualities, a safe position in the
water and a spacious seating area
constantly provide the feeling of
being on top of the situation.

Simssee
Wolfgang Haupt

TOURYAK
material

MOTION

HTP

HTP

length

470 cm

454 cm

width

63 cm

59 cm

weight

27 kg

26 kg

volume

440 l

340 l

150 kg

110 kg

2 (92 cm)

3 (88 cm)

paddler weight
cockpit

Made in Germany

Made in Germany

Adriatic Coast Croatia
Gregor Zadravec
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Dayliner - Compact & Comfortable

Compact measurements, a light weight as well as a good price-performance-ratio are the
characteristics of the DAYLINER SERIES, which has acquired a large fan base by now. Kayaks
of the DAYLINER series come with two watertight partitions and a comfortable seat. The simple
deck equipment saves weight and permits us to offer you a favourable starter price.

Simssee near Rosenheim
Wolfgang Haupt

DAYLINER
„LIGHT“

i

You will find detailed information on suitability and
characteristics in our Info
Centre on page 51 …
Info regarding our test dealers at www.prijon.com

material

DAYLINER
L

DAYLINER
S

GFK / CA

HTP

HTP

length

432 cm

423 cm

387 cm

width

67 cm

64 cm

61 cm

weight

21 / 18,5 kg

25 kg

22 kg

volume

388 l

380 l

319 l

130 kg

120 kg

80 kg

9 (100 cm)

2 (92 cm)

3 (88 cm)

Kayak-Smurf
Exclusively at Prijon!

Art.No. 99 995
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paddler weight
cockpit

NEW

Dayliner „Light“

Dayliner L

Dayliner S

GFK: Art.No. 206 82
CA: Art.No. 206 84

Art.No. 10 190

Art.No. 10 180

The DAYLINER L is a compact, light
HTP kayak for exciting paddling
tours. The L version was designed for
medium to large paddlers.
Pronounced edges on the lower boat
hull provide good tracking stability,
agility is guaranteed due to the shortness of the boat. Ideal for beginners
who are looking for uncomplicated
paddling fun, but do not want to do
without basic equipment features,
such as watertight storage compartments for example.

The DAYLINER S is a short, light,
single tourer for tours on lakes and
rivers. Smaller, lighter paddlers will
feel at ease in this boat right away.
Thanks to the flat, well-cushioned
thigh rest, the ideal seating position is
quickly adopted.

The new „Light“ was created
following the many requests for a
compact all-rounder, which is not
prone to tip easily and even lighter.
The measurements are similar to those of the Dayliner L. Only the cockpit
has been extended to almost 100 cm,
in order to especially facilitate getting
in and out of the boat for less mobile
paddlers. It is now possible to stand
upright in front of the seat.
Its light weight makes it simple to
handle the DAYLINER „light“, especially when loading and transporting
this kayak. This model comes in the
materials GFK and Carbon /Aramide.

Made in Germany

Made in Germany

Made in Europe
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Excursion EVO

NEW

Poseidon

Aeolian Islands
Alexander Rochau

STEERING KII
Steering which unfolds fully for PRIJON
two-seaters with profiled, flow-optimized
XL steering blade made of fibre-reinforced
plastics.

i

There is the option for almost all PRIJON two-seaters to be equipped with
a foot steering. The necessary steering
attachment has already been installed in
the boats. The initial installation of the
steering should therefore only take a few
minutes. The steering has a positive effect
on tracking and agility.

Preliminary
picture.
The finished
boat can
differ from
the picture.

Art.No. 100 80

Art.No. 101 70

The ideal two-seater for your river
tour. Due to the broad knickspant
and lots of rocker the boat glides
easily around narrow radiuses.
That’s why the EXCURSION EVO
is best-suited for tours on rivers
and lakes. The comfortable seat
provides a high level of comfort,
even on longer tours. Since the
EXCURSION EVO has a very large
overall volume, we can offer a lot
of storage space and a very high
degree of safety. A very stiff boat
hull is the result of our superior
HTP material. This boat will accompany you through thick and thin.

Reisezweier für offene Gewässer
und Küstentouren. Beim POSEIDON
sorgt ein ausgeprägter Kielansatz
im Bug- und Heckbereich für hohe
Spurtreue und eine angenehme
Reisegeschwindigkeit. Somit ist er
in erster Linie für Wanderfahrten
auf offenen Gewässern und an der
Küste geeignet, wo es vorrangig auf Spurtreue und leichten
Lauf ankommt. Natürlich verfügt
auch der POSEIDON über eine
langstreckentaugliche, komfortable
Sitzanlage.

Made in Germany
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Made in Germany

EXCURSION
EVO *

material

*

POSEIDON

HTP

HTP

length

518 cm

518 cm

width

70 cm

68 cm

weight

38 kg

39 kg

volume

515 l

505 l

paddler
weight

250 kg

240 kg

cockpit

4 (94 cm)

4 (94 cm)

Preliminary Technical Data Excursion EVO,
as the final version of the boat will go into
production after printing of the catalogue.

Yukon K2 Sport

Yukon K2 Relax

GFK: Art.No. 201 92
CA: Art.No. 201 94

GFK: Art.No. 205 92
CA: Art.No. 205 94

The perfect kayak for long tours
across open waters. Good running
qualities and a comfortable seating
position are the basic prerequisites
for long tours in the kayak. The
Yukon glides through the water
easily and brings you safely to
your destination. Large storage
compartments offer space for your
equipment. With a weight of 25
and 29 kg respectively it is among
the lightest boats of its class.

Open variety of the K II Sport.
Length, width and the lower
boat are identical with the Sport,
which provide the RELAX with the
same good running qualities. The
open large single hatch makes it
a great touring boat for domestic
waterways with relatively moderate swell.

Art.No. 90 517

YUKON K2
SPORT

YUKON K2
RELAX

GFK / CA

GFK / CA

546 cm

546 cm

68 cm

68 cm

29 kg / 25 kg

29 kg / 25 kg

510 l

510 l

235 kg

235 kg

3 (88 cm)

open

Made in Europe

Made in Europe

i

You will find detailed information on
suitability and characteristics in our
Info Centre on page 51 …
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Alborea

Laguna

Flipper

GFK: Art.No. 209 92
CA: Art.No. 209 94

GFK: Art.No. 205 02
CA: Art.No. 205 04

Art.No. 209 90

Allround-touring kayak for smaller
and lighter paddlers. Best suited
for smaller adults who are looking
for a boat which is easy to load
and transport, but still runs like
a big touring kayak. The Alborea
weighs only 17 kg in GFK with a
length of 422 cm and a width of
60cm. Loading on the car roof
as well as transport to the water
becomes very easy. A well-balanced hull with good edges and
slight keel lines at the front and
back provide the ALBOREA with
best allrounder qualities regarding
touring on rivers and lakes.

Good tracking on open waters,
agile on smaller rivers! Based on
the YUKON shape, the LAGUNA is
predominantly suitable for smaller
and medium rivers and lakes. The
keel is not as pronounced as on
the longer touring kayaks, which
gives the Laguna greater agility.
Even a slight use of the edges
noticeably reduces the curve radius. So it is a lot of fun moving the
LAGUNA around narrow curves.
The weight for the Carbon boat
is approx.18.5 kg. The handling
of this lightweight is very simple,
loading on and off the car roof is
no longer a problem.

Immediate paddling fun for your kids
with the FLIPPER. Thanks to PriLite the
Flipper has an unrivalled low weight,
which enables children to playfully
move the boat. With its child-friendly
seating position, the small paddlers
feel safe in the boat at all times. Due to
the pronounced v-spant your children
can acquire a good “boating instinct”.

Made in Europe
Made in Europe
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The Flipper’s size-adjusted length ensures
that the small paddlers
can soon keep course
and paddle alongside
their parents.
Made in Germany

Seayak Junior Basic

Seayak Junior PRO

We offer the Seayak Junior
in 2 Sizes
The new SEAYAK Junior has been
perfectly adapted to suit the needs
of children and teenagers. The
Junior is equipped with the traditional PRIJON knickspant, so it runs
nice and straight and maneuvers
well. It is these riding qualities
that enable the Junior to keep up
well with longer and bigger boats,
even over longer stretches. In
order to provide a lot of mobility,
the seating hatch is kept very flat
at the back. A flat, well-cushioned
thigh rest provides support and
safe contact with the boat.

Exhausted, but happy.
Archive Prijon

Kayak-Smurf
Exclusively at Prijon!

Art.No. 100 740

Art.No. 100 745

Buoyancy foam at the front, but
without separation, steering mountings and perimeter lines. Optional
floater available.

Buoyancy foam at the front, separation at the back with watertight lid,
attachment for steering and perimeter
lines at the front and back. In this
version the boat is unsinkable without
additional floaters.

Made in Germany

Art.No. 99 995

Made in Germany

i

You will find detailed information on suitability and characteristics in our Info Centre on
page 51 …

ALBOREA
STEERING JUNIOR

material

For the Junior PRO we are offering an optional
steering, which children can use on longer tours to
compensate external influences, like wind from the
side. The steering blade has been adjusted to match
the size of the boat, in order to keep resistance as
low as possible.

Art.No. 90 523

LAGUNA

FLIPPER

SEAYAK JUNIOR

GFK / CA

GFK / CA

PRILITE

HTP

length

422 cm

455 cm

293 cm

383 cm

width

60 cm

64 cm

56 cm

56 cm

weight

17 kg / 15,5 kg

20 kg / 18,5 kg

9 kg

16 / 18 kg

volume

289 l

390 l

210 l

235 l

paddler
weight

90 kg

125 kg

40 kg

60 kg

cockpit

3 (88 cm)

3 (88 cm)

8 (62 cm)

1 (81 cm)
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Seayak

Greenland’s perpetual ice.
Archive Prijon

The name SEAYAK has been synonym for fast, attractive kayaks with safe and manageable riding
qualities for many years. Three different shapes are on offer to provide every paddler with the
ideal boat for larger rivers, lakes or along the coast.

SEAYAK 520 HV
material
length

SEAYAK

HTP

HTP

HTP

518 cm

500 cm

490 cm

width

58 cm

55 cm

58 cm

weight

28 kg

26 kg

27 kg

volume

380 l

329 l

360 l

paddler
weight

140 kg

100 kg

120 kg

cockpit

2 (92 cm)

2 (92 cm)

3 (88 cm)

i
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SEAYAK 500 LV

You will find detailed information on suitability and characteristics in our Info Centre
on page 51 …

ACCESSORIES
We recommend the spraydeck
TOURING Spezial for our sea kayaks.

Art.No. 73 700
Almost all PRIJON tourers have the option
of being equipped with a foot steering.
The necessary steering attachment has
already been installed in the boats.
Steering which unfolds fully for PRIJON
one-seaters with profiled, flow-optimized
steering blade made of fibre-reinforced
plastics.

Art.No. 90 524

Seayak 520 HV

Seayak 500 LV

Seayak Classic

Art.No. 100 450

Art.No. 100 440

Art.No. 100 430

Sporty and safe SeaTourer for
medium to higher weight. Long
luggage tours across open waters
are its domain. The dished sides
of the lower boat provide it with a
reliable secondary stability. Flat on
the water the 520 HV possesses a
high tracking quality, but is easy
to maneuver along bends via its
lateral edges.

Sporty and fast kayak for smaller
and lighter paddlers. Main features
are the slim and sporty form,
small overall volume as well as a
seating hatch with an ideal seating
position for smaller paddlers. Due
to the flat upper boat at the rear,
the 500LV is not very susceptible
to lateral wind and offers a lot
of back space when rolling up.
Characteristic lines on the lower
boat, derived from our knickspant,
provide the 500Lv with a high tracking quality as well as good agility
across the lateral edge.

For many years now our well-tried
allrounder in the segment of fast
single kayaks. The SEAYAK Classic,
a bit shorter and more agile than
its brothers, is excellently suited
as allround touring kayak for
rivers and open waters. The classic
knickspant provides high stability
and manageability. For paddlers of
medium weight and height, the
boat offers comfortable space,
even on longer tours.

Made in Germany

Made in Germany

Made in Germany
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Marlin

Kodiak

Diving in Croatia.
Gregor Zadravec

Art.No. 20 140

Art.No. 10 140

Elegant, stretched lines make it an ideal
boat for travelling. Despite its light
weight, the MARLIN is comparably sturdy.
Flat angles on the lateral areas make
the boat very manageable when using
the edges. Changes in direction are
supported in the best possible way. The
boat is always stable in the water. Sporty
tourers who surf with the wave and want
to keep control, will be enthusiastic. Safe
forward gliding, fast changes in direction
using the edges, everything can be done
in a safe and precise manner. The very
comfortable seat is absolutely suited for
longer tours.

The KODIAK is fast, safe and a great load
carrier. The KODIAK is fast, safe and offers
unique storage space for this boating class
as well as a very spacious cockpit which
makes it especially interesting for larger
paddlers. The high volume is also a further
safety aspect when touring at sea. In the
past few years the KODIAK has established
itself as expedition boat around the
globe. Several Greenland expeditions, the
circumnavigation of the North American
Continent as well as the whole coast of
Norway are only a small selection of tours,
during which the KODIAK has confirmed
its outstanding position as a safe and fast
sea kayak.

Made in Germany
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Made in Germany

Marlin & Kodiak

Aeolian Islands
Alexander Rochau

ACCESSORIES
MARLIN

KODIAK
We recommend the spraydeck
TOURING Spezial for our sea kayaks.

material

PRILITE

HTP

length

530 cm

518 cm

width

58 cm

59 cm

weight

23 kg

28 kg

volume

375 l

390 l

140 kg

150 kg

3 (88 cm)

2 (92 cm)

paddler weight
cockpit

i

Art.No. 73 700
Shiny!
Our MARLINs in the colours of green
and orange are especially eye-catching
due to their metallic effect.

You will find detailed information on
suitability and characteristics in our Info
Centre on page 51 …
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Fast & Elegant- Barracuda RS, Millenium & Proteus

Water-bound city - Venice
Michael Neumann

BARRACUDA RS

ACCESSORIES
We recommend the spraydeck
TOURING Spezial for our sea kayaks.

Art.No. 73 700

i
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You will find detailed information on
suitability and characteristics in our Info
Centre on page 51 …

material

MILLENIUM

PROTEUS

GFK / CA

GFK / CA

GFK / CA

length

518 cm

505 cm

520 cm

width

55 cm

59 cm

57 cm

weight

19 kg / 16 kg

20,5 kg / 19 kg

21 kg / 19,5 kg

volume

335 l

360 l

385 l

100 kg

125 kg

140 kg

3 (88 cm)

3 (88 cm)

3 (88 cm)

paddler weight
cockpit

Barracuda RS

Millenium

Proteus

GFK: Art.No. 20 802
CA: Art.No. 20 804

GFK: Art.No. 20 692
CA: Art.No. 20 694

GFK: Art.No. 20 292
CA: Art.No. 20 294

Ideal for fast touring or the daily
exercise round on a lake. The
BARRACUDA RS is a very fast
kayak for sporty and ambitious
paddlers. Your evening training
rounds will be twice as much fun
at this speed! Due to its base
speed, it is possible to cover even
long stretches in amazingly short
time. Take your time to get used to
the BARRACUDA and you will have
lots of fun.

The MILLENIUM is the elegant and
lighter version of our Seayak. This
beautiful kayak is a combination of
a fast sea kayak and an agile single
kayak for rivers and lakes. On the
one hand the long, slim, form
provides a high level of speed, the
pronounced lines on the lower hull,
on the other, offers a comparably
high measure of agility, so that you
will be able to use the MILLENIUM
also on rivers and lakes in an optimum way. An attractive look and
the complete equipment round off
the picture of this excellent kayak.

Currently the PROTEUS is probably the fastest PRIJON Kayak. It
is designed for long, fast tours in
open waters and along the coast.
Especially prominent keel areas at
the front and back provide for an
optimal water line. The safe position in the water and a balanced
ratio between tracking and the
ability to maneuver makes you feel
confident in all areas.

Made in Europe

Made in Europe

Made in Europe
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Beginner kayaks

The following pages feature our boats for beginners
and occasional paddlers
The models Capri and Cruiser are not very prone to tilting and are budget-friendly alternatives for beginners and occasional
paddlers. These boats can be used on shallow rivers and lakes without any worries. However, there are certain things to observe when choosing the right boat. Capri and Cruiser are only suitable for the sea in calm weather with light waves and near
the coast. In case of stronger waves one needs the best possible contact with the boat, provided by thigh rests. In case of the
CRUISER series, this thigh contact is only provided to a certain extent.
Of course these boats compensate a lot with their high level of stability with regard to tilting, but one should still get thorough
information to find out which boat is the right one. Sometimes it makes sense to look at boats of a bit higher category, like the
DAYLINER series on page 10 and 11, for example.

On tour with Prijon beginner kayaks
Andreas Klotz and Archive Prijon

CAPRI I

i

You will find detailed information
on suitability and characteristics in
our Info Centre on page 51 …
Info regarding our test dealers at
www.prijon.com

material

PIAVE

HTP

HTP

GFK / CA

length

367 cm

467 cm

466 cm

width

62 cm

69 cm

69 cm

weight

20 kg

33 kg

24 kg / 22 kg

volume

260 l

485 l

460 l

90 kg

200 kg

200 kg

2 (92 cm)

1 (81 cm) + 2(92 cm)

3 (88 cm)

paddler weight
cockpit
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CAPRI II

Capri I

Capri II

Piave

Art.No. 10 930

Art.No. 100 960

GFK: Art.No. 20 892
CA: Art.No. 20 894

The Capri I possesses very good
tracking qualities, considering its
compact measure-ments. With a
form which is overall a bit slimmer,
it is a sporty alternative to the
CRUISER boats, especially for
smaller and lighter paddlers.

The Capri II is an easy to handle,
compact two-seater for beginners
and occasional paddlers. Its
pleasant and uncomplicated
tracking qualities as well as its light
weight are above all interesting for
smaller and lighter paddlers.

The PIAVE strongly resembles the
Capri II in form and riding qualities.
We are offering this kayak in GFK or
Carbon-Aramide. The PIAVE GFK
is approximately 25% lighter, the
PIAVE CARBON approx. 30% lighter
than the Capri II made of HTP. This
makes the PIAVE the first choice
for paddlers who are looking for
a lighter and easy to handle boat,
which can still be stored well on a
higher car roof.

Made in Germany

Made in Germany

Made in Europe
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Einsteigerkajaks

The Cruiser Family
Great for beginners, occasional paddlers and canoe tourism. All boats are easy to maneuver
and have good tracking. The very big cockpit facilitates getting in and out of boat and conveys
a very open feeling when seated.

Explore the world!

On tour with the cruiser.
Archiv Prijon

CRUISER 320

i

You will find detailed information on suitability
and characteristics in our Info Centre on page 51 …
The storage at the very back of the cruiser models
320, 430 and II is not watertight. We recommend
the use of watertight pack bags. Almost unsinkable due to the hard foam core at the front, large,
sealed storage space in the stern.
Steering mountings standard feature
for all CRUISER-models.
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material

CRUISER 430

CRUISER II

HTP

HTP

HTP

length

323 cm

430 cm

470 cm

width

70 cm

68 cm

69 cm

weight

22 kg

23 kg

34 kg

volume

370 l

405 l

510 l

135 kg

140 kg

240 kg

7 (110 cm)

7 (110 cm)

7 (110 cm)

paddler weight
cockpit

Cruiser 320

Cruiser 430

Cruiser II

Art.No. 100 130

Art.No. 100 230

Art.No. 100 229

A lot of fun at a short length. Ideal
for short trips on small rivers and
lakes. The compact measurements
make transport and storage easier.

A well-priced allrounder for all
occasions. Very manageable and
due to enough speed also making
a good impression on longer
stretches.

Two kayakers on the water in a safe
and spacious boat. Glide across the
water without any problems with
the CRUISER II. You will enjoy it!

Made in Germany

Made in Germany
Made in Germany
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Whitewater kayaks & Accessories

PRIJON is reducing prices in Germany! From the
1st of January 2013 we are offering whitewater kayaks at reduced prices. You also can buy the models FORTE and PURE
together with selected accessories directly from PRIJON. At
our new online shop from January at www.prijon.com.
Delivery only to Germany.

Team Prijon in action.
Michael Neumann, Jens Klatt, Bobby Frieser

SIZE

AIR BAGS FOR WHITEWATER KAYAKS

Prevent a kayak from filling with water
after emergency exits and provide extra
stiffness for the boat.
We are offering single floaters as in table
on right.
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TYPE

FRONT

BACK

Pure

2

5

Forte

2

4

Hercules

2

5

Wizard

1

4

Cross

2

5

Soca

2

4

Chopper

2

5

Creeker 225

2

5

Fly

1

4

Tornado / Taifun

3

6

Canoes

Buoyancy tubes 3,2m
(pair, blue)

Flex 6 Seat System

The FLEX 6 seating system with its 6 different options of adjusting the seat offers extremely
secure hold in the boat and enables you to adjust your seating position in the best possible way.
Whether you prefer to sit loosely or very tight, the FLEX 6 can be adjusted by hand to the best-possible seating position with a few simple movements.

Shock absorber
deflector plate

3d thight rests

adjustable seating shell

The foam-cushioned deflector plate can
be adjusted to leg length and guarantees
best-possible safety. The safety belt at
the side of the shock absorber deflector
plate cushions blows on impact and
enables you to adjust the shock absorber
lengthwise while sitting in the boat. Clubboats and the Chopper are equipped with
a basic deflector plate.

The 3D thigh rests are adjustable with
regard to length, turning and depth,
optimizing the seating position and hold
in the boat even further. Club-boats and
the Chopper are equipped with basic
thigh rests.

The seat can be continuously adjusted
lengthwise. The trimming and the
distance to the thigh rests can be adjusted
in accordance to the individual paddler’s
requirements. Loosen the screws at the
sides, move the seat and then tighten the
screws again.

FOAM-CUSHIONED SEATING
SHELL WITH CENTRE WEDGE

hip cushions

back strap

The hip cushions of the foam seat are
adjustable by distance wedges. The seat
becomes wider or more narrow.

A ratchet strapping system enables you
to position your back rest in the best
possible way. By putting pressure on the
back rest, the paddler achieves the best
possible seating position in the kayak and
is supported between back rest and shock
absorber plate.

The foam wedge in the seat middle
determines the seating position in the
seating shell and prevents unintended
slipping forward. It can be adjusted
lengthwise.

i
Full equipment as in sectional view for the models PURE and FORTE.
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Forte

Strubbach, Tyrol
Archiv Team Prijon

Creekers of the PURE range impress due to
their balanced riding qualities, high safety
reserves as well as high quality craftsmanship.
Fast changes of direction, safe and controlled
resurfacing qualities combined with fast
acceleration allow the paddler to concentrate
fully on the creek.
Made in Germany

Art.No. 104 111

Alpin

The FORTE is a sporty river runner for light
and medium-build paddlers, who have
high standards regarding to their boat’s
riding performance. Its preferred terrain
is the region up to WW4, it is, however,
able to do more, if the paddler is up to
it! A lot of rocker, a high rear as well as a
volume centre of gravity which is has been
moved forward, together with pronounced
edges on the lower boat, all these are the
main characteristics of the FORTE. It is
extremely agile and easy to surf, as it can
be maneuvered well just by shifting one’s
weight. Of course, it is made of our almost
indestructible HTP.

material

HTP

length

248 cm

width

63 cm

weight

ca. 20 kg

volume

ca. 220 l

paddler weight

60 - 85 kg

cockpit

L, 86 x 51 cm

High quality white water spraydeck. Most of the plate is covered
with an abrasion-resistant coat for long durability. Due to the
Latex coat on the inside, this deck holds reliably on our standard
cockpits. Grip sling at the front and knee belt are standard
features. A first-class deck at a favourable price.
Width: 72 cm, 79 cm, 86 cm, 93 cm.

Art.No. 73 600

Rock

Allround whitewater spraydeck with knee belt and grip sling.
Latex lamination for good grip on the cockpit rim. Outside
lamination at the front to protect the Neoprene.
Waist size 81 - 85cm

Art.No. 72 500
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Waist size 86 - 92cm

Art.No. 72 900

Pure S

Pure M

Pure XL

Art.No. 101 721

Art.No. 101 711

Art.No. 101 731

The blow-moulded HTP boat hull is almost indestructible, also over several seasons the PURE is a safe boat for the
toughest of conditions. The PURE S is very agile and sporty, for smaller and lighter paddlers up to a weight of approximately 75 kg. Paddlers of medium height and a weight of approximately 60-85 kg will find best suited riding qualities
in the PURE M. For paddlers in the upper weight range and those who like to transport a lot of gear, the PURE XL is
rounding off our range at the top end. To be able to profit from the advantages of the PURE XL, your weight should
be at least 85 kg. Only then the boat will show its full potential. To accommodate larger paddlers, the cockpit of the
XL is longer and a bit wider at the front.
Made in Germany

material

HTP

material

HTP

material

HTP

length

249 cm

length

259 cm

length

269 cm

width

66 cm

width

67 cm

width

69 cm

weight

ca. 20 kg

weight

ca. 21 kg

weight

ca. 21,5 kg

volume

275 l

volume

298 l

volume

330 l

paddler weight

50 - 75 kg

paddler weight

60 - 85 kg

paddler weight

85 kg +

cockpit

L, 86 x 51 cm

cockpit

L, 86 x 51 cm

cockpit

XL, 90 x 53 cm

i
Unsere PURE und FORTE sind auch im PRIJON-Online
Shop erhältlich unter www.prijon.com
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Whitewater accessories

Godzilla
Attractive whitewater paddle, especially
strong, with foam core and peripheral
DYNEL edge. The paddle blade is very stiff
due to our novel foam core technology, resulting in high pressure on the paddle. The
felt forward propulsion is 20% higher. The
built-in DYNEL edge is very impact-resistant
and plays along with the bending movements of the blade. The higher volume
of the paddle blade provides above-average floatation, similar to a wooden paddle.
The GODZILLA is available with a straight
glass shaft or with an ERGO shaft, made of
carbon.
Weight with straight shaft:1020g
Weight with ERGO shaft: 980g

Available lengths for our white water paddles:
190cm; 195cm; 197.5cm; 200cm; 202.5cm. We also make paddles at special
lengths, to suit your requirements. Standard rotation 45°.

Carbon Art.No. 335 000
Carbon ERGO Art.No. 335 000E

RIM Kinetic

Ergo-shaft

Sturdy, well-priced beginner paddle.
Blade made of impact-resistant RIM
material. Aluminum shaft.

Some of our white water and touring paddles are also
available with a wrist-friendly ergo-shaft.

Lenght option WW, ca. 1150g
Art.No. 316 000

White water helmet VACO

Mach II

The new VACO helmet convinces due to a good fit and
light weight. The cushions are filled with small plastic
beads and thus adjust perfectly to the shape of the head.
The light weight provides a comfortable fit, even over
longer periods of time. The helmet is available in two sizes
and colours.

Fully equipped kayaking vest. Front zip for easy putting on
and off. Enclosing strap system to fit the body shape in the
best possible way. Hip belt, rescue belt with panic release, two
pockets, reflective zones.

Available sizes: M/L and XL
Colours: light green and orange
Weight: M/L 580g; XL 610g
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Sizes: S/M and L/XL
Art.No. 50 150

NEW from 2013: Cowtail with paddle carabiner
as a standard feature.

Sizes: M/L and XL/XXL
Art.No. 80 080

i

The articles on this double page are also available at
our PRIJON online shop at www.prijon.com

Accessories

Surf

Shortcut

Fullcut

Nose clip
With stainless steel spring clip,
rubber pads and cord.

Art.No. 90 185

Our classic helmet. A very popular helmet with a good priceperformance-ratio. ABS-plastic shell with high level of rigidity.
Shock-absorbent Polypropylene hardfoam interior with soft contact
pads, which distributes the shock energy from outside and thereby
reduces it. With the Spin-Disk-System, these helmets are continuously
adjustable from 51 -63 cm head girth.
Available in the colours
yellow, red and black.

FULLCUT: Art.No. 50 110
SHORTCUT: Art.No. 50 160

Paddle carabiner

Carabiner for rescuing and securing of
paddlers, boats and equipment. The large
opening fits round the paddle shaft.

Art.No. 80 410

kayak carabiner
Universal carabiner for
rescuing and securing.

Art.No. 80 405

rescue knife ara xl

kayaking knife

Rope roll pulley

The ARA-XL by Antonini. The blade is made of best
440-A-steel and has a rounded tip to prevent injuries.
Devices for cutting ropes and belts, a large loop for
the safety carabiner as well as a catch for the blade
to prevent unwanted opening.

Single hand knife with rust-proof 7cm
blade. Rounded tip to prevent injuries.
Grip aluminum with rubber effect, with
loop for safety line and rust-proof clip for
attachment.

For building a hoist.

Art.No. 80 511

Art.No. 80 510

Art.No. 80 180

Throwbag Team

Throwbag Allround

Form stable kernmantle rope with a rupture load of approx. 1200kg. Extra large
opening for quick filling. The Tenax – fastener can be handled well, even with cold
fingers. Rescue carabiner on the throw
bag line as a standard feature. Due to its
flattened basic shape, the TEAM throwbag
with its optiona hip belt can be attached
flat to the body and does not interfere
with paddling.

With a 20 meter line, belt loops at the sides and perimeter
strap with a lock for fast attaching to the equipment when
climbing or to secure it in the kayak.

Art.No. 80 325
THROWBAG TEAM
Art.No. 80 322
Hip belt with fast release
Art.No. 80 310
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Touringpaddles

Coast & Baja

High-quality, hand-laminated touring paddles with smooth inside and pronounced
grooves. These paddles provide strong propulsion, without drifting upwards or
downwards. Strokes can be performed absolutely flutter-free. The DYNEL edge is
characterized by its very high fibre density, absorbing blows very well when hitting
the ground. Due to related materials in blade and edge, the connection is permanent and does not disintegrate easily, even when under a lot of bending strain,
which can sometimes happen with aluminium edges. Due to our novel hardfoam
technology the paddle blades are very stiff.

Blitz

on

Carb

Coast

The paddle blades of the COAST have a very slim design, making this model very well
suited for strong winds on open waters. There is not so much contact area for the wind.
The energy required per paddle stroke is relatively minimal, less propulsion can be compensated by higher frequency.

blade size

Material

weight

article

COAST Carbon

54 x 16cm

Carbon

790g

329 000

COAST Carbon Smart

54 x 16cm

Carbon

870g

329 000 TS

COAST Carbon Ergo

54 x 16cm

Carbon

790g

329 000 E

COAST Blitz

54 x 16cm

Glas

1000g

327 000

COAST Blitz Smart

54 x 16cm

Glas

1080g

327 000 TS

Carbon

Baja

Our COAST paddle is,
of course, also available with our neutral
ergo-shaft or the
intelligent smart-shaft
take-apart system.

Blitz

The large and rounded blades of the BAJA paddle are very well suited for touring. Due
to the large blade size, the paddler can bring a lot of energy on the water. Very recommendable also for two-seaters and one-seaters with more weight. At a higher frequency,
sporty paddlers can achieve best possible propulsion.

DYNEL - Edge
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blade size

Material

weight

article

BAJA Carbon

49 x 18.5cm

Carbon

870g

320 000

BAJA Carbon Smart

49 x 18.5cm

Carbon

950g

320 000 TS

BAJA Carbon Ergo

49 x 18.5cm

Carbon

870g

320 000 E

BAJA Blitz

49 x 18.5cm

Glas

1120g

319 000

BAJA Blitz Smart

49 x 18.5cm

Glas

1200g

319 000 TS

i

Our BAJA paddle is,
of course, also available with our neutral
ergo-shaft or the
intelligent smart-shaft
take-apart system.

Touringpaddel
For the models MISTRAL and STREAM, high-quality carbon or glass fibres are pressed under high pressure and at a high
temperature. The profile in the paddle blade permits a construction without middle core. The blade is very stiff and does
not flutter. Its stability can be compared to our high-quality white water blades.

Mistral
A modern touring paddle with wave profile in the paddle blade.
Due to its blade size, the MISTRAL is very well suited for touring.

Mistral - Glass

Blade size 53 x 18 cm
Mistral Carbon, approx. 910g, Art. No. 339 000L
Mistral Carbon with smart shaft, approx. 990g, Art. No. 339 000LTS
Mistral Carbon with ergo-shaft, approx. 920g, Art. No. 339 000LE
Mistral Glass, approx. 1040g, Art. No. 338 000L
Mistral Glass with smart shaft, approx. 1120g, Art. No. 338 000LTSa

Mistral - Carbon
Reverse side

Stream
High-quality touring and sea kayak paddle. Due to a bit flatter
shape, the STREAM is also suited for sea kayaking. It glides easily
through the water, saves energy and does not flutter.

Stream - Glass
Stream - Glass
Reverse side

Blade size 49 x 17.5 cm
Stream Carbon, approx. 880g, Art. No. 318 000
Stream Carbon with smart shaft, approx. 960g, Art. No. 318 000TS
Stream Carbon with ergo-shaft, approx. 880g, Art. No. 318 000E
Stream Glass, approx. 1020g, Art. No. 317 000
Stream Glass with smart shaft, approx. 1100g, Art. No. 317 000TS

Bora
The „BORA“paddle with its beautiful shape is a cheaper variety
of the new profile touring paddles. We are using a dry impact
resistance polyamide 6 with UV stabilizers, enriched with approx.
35% glass fibre. In doing so, we achieve a high level of stiffness,
while at the same time keeping the impact resistance very high.
Also available
in green.

approx. 970g
Art.No. 355 000
incl. Smart-Schaft: 355 000TS

Passat
With a blade area reduced by approximately 25% and a smaller
shaft diameter, compared to the BORA paddle, this paddle is
especially suited for teenagers and small adults. The low weight
and the small effort needed, make it possible to paddle also
longer stretches without tiring quickly. Our Passat paddles are
unfortunately not available with smart shaft.

i

Length options (in cm)
215, 220, 225, 230, 240
All paddles are also available in left-hand-control.

approx. 870g
Art.No. 356 000

Smart shaft
Almost all touring paddles are available with Smart Shaft for an extra
charge. For continuous adjustment of paddle rotation and length.
Lengths: 210cm, 220cm und 230cm, each paddle can each be
continuously adjusted by additional 10cm.
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Touringpaddles

Ardeche

The paddles of the ARDECHE series have been especially designed for classic touring
purposes. The asymmetrical blade shape ensures energy-efficient and effective strokes. The
centre rib stabilizes the blade, making strokes smooth and flutter-free.

Carbon Ardeche
Extremely light touring paddle made of carbonaramide material. Blade with Dynel edge.
Hand-laminated.

APPROX. 930g, Art.No. 324 000
With Smart-Shaft: 324 000TS
With Ergo-Shaft: Art.No. 324 000E

Blitz Ardeche
Elegant and light touring paddle. Blade laminated by
hand from glass - Epoxi with reinforced edge. Glass
shaft with grip profile.

approx. 1160g
Art.No. 364 000
With Smart-Shaft: 364 000TS

RIM Ardeche
Carbon - Ardeche
Reverse side
Paddle Ardeche - lenght option A

Well-priced beginner paddle. Blade made of impactresistant RIM material. Aluminum shaft.

Aluminiumshaft, approx. 1100g
Art.No. 314 000

RIM Bambino

RIM Kombination

Paddle for children and
teenagers. Reduced blade size
with a thinner shaft for a better
hold for small hands.

An all-round paddle, which can be used
both for white water and touring. Blade
made of impact-resistant RIM material,
shaft made of anodised aluminium.

Lenght option C, approx. 1080g
Art.No. 313 000

Lenght option WW, A, approx. 1130g
Art.No. 311 000

Drip rings
Split ring construction, fits
any paddle. Set.

Art.No. 90 182

Sunshine
Well-priced paddle for free time paddlers
and children. Plastic blade made of ABS
with vertical ribs. Aluminum shaft.

Lenght option A,C, approx. 1150g
Art.No. 331 000, € 46,90
Length option in cm

WW
A
C
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190 195 197,5 200 202,5
215 220 225 230 240
180 185 190 195 200

Canoe- and wooden paddles

Chiemsee SUP RIM
Stable and low maintenance due to the wellproven RIM technology. Pleasant handling
thanks to great buoyancy qualities. A paddle
for SUP beginners, as well as for rental and
schools, excellent price-performance ratio!
Length 220 cm, uncut, detachable grip.
Weight approx. 990 g.

Weight approx. 990 g.
Art.No. 351 000

RIM Indian
Tough canoeing and rafting paddle. Blade
made of impact-resistant RIM material.
Aluminum shaft.

Weight approx. 890g
Art.No. 352 000

The RIM Indian is available in lengths
140cm to 160cm, in steps of 5cm.
Uncut length: 165cm

RIM Vesuvio
Well-priced training paddle for dragon boat teams.
Lengths 115, 120, 125 and 130 cm.

Weight approx. 730g
Art.No. 357 000

Alz
Take-apart wooden paddle with veneered
blade and aluminum edge.

Weight approx. 1250g
Lengths: 210cm, 230cm, 240cm
Art.No. 341 000
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Spraydecks

Our Spraydeck Range for Tourers and Sea Kayaks
We are offering spraydecks and hatch lids in three different materials.
NEOPRENE:
These spraydecks are suited for permanent use on rivers, lakes and the sea. The most important
characteristic of these decks is that they stay firmly on the cockpit, even in choppy waters and
when doing an Eskimo-roll.
FLEX:
The advantage of the stretchable FLEX-Nylon material certainly is its light weight and pack size.
Still these spraydecks have very good hold on the boat, but their mechanic durability cannot be
compared to Neoprene.
NYLON black / yellow or red:
These are simpler spraydecks for touring on domestic waterways, to protect against spray and
rain. These decks are a bit more favourably priced, but do not have as firm a grip on the boat as
the FLEX- and Neoprene models.

Flex

Touring Basic

Touring Spezial

Light, high-quality spraydecks made of
stretchy Nylon material with waterproof
lamination. The big advantage of these
decks is their perfect fit due to their neoprene-like stretchability, as well as their very
light weight and small pack size.

This spraydeck is suitable for tourers
and also for easy white water or kayak
rentals. Due to its extremely stretchable
plate, the deck fits cockpits from 86 – 95
cm. Chimney made of breathable 3-layer
laminate for best possible comfort. The
very stretchable neoprene rim at the top
provides safe hold on the body.

High quality touring and sea kayak spraydeck. Very stretchable plate with abrasion-resistant area at the front, knee belt and
grip sling. Latex coat on the inside, excellent
hold, even on wet cockpit rims. Chimney
made of breathable 3-layer laminate for the
most comfortable fit. Width of hem can be
individually adjusted. Shoulder straps can be
taken off.

Cockpit S/M: Art.No. 73 801
Cockpit L/XL: Art.No. 73 802

Cockpit 81-87cm: Art.No. 73 750
Cockpit 88-95cm: Art.No. 73 700

S/M suitable for hatches sized 81 – 86 cm.
L/XL suitable for hatches sized 88 – 94 cm.
XXL suitable for hatches sizes 95 – 102 cm.

Cockpit S/M: Art.No. 74 500
Cockpit L/XL: Art.No. 74 550
Cockpit XXL: Art.No. 74 600

NAME

NYLON
b/y

NYLON b/y
with bag

Cover
NYLON yellow

Gr 1

74140

Gr 1 Seayak Jun.

74105

Gr. 2

74130

74040

78090

Gr. 3

74170

74030

78035

Gr 4

74150

74060

78091

Gr. 6 Relax

74180

Gr. 7 Cruiser

74190

Gr. 8 Flipper

74100

Gr. 9 Dayliner "light"
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NYLON red

74050

78081
78081

CLASSIFICATION
Size 1:

Seayak junior, Capri II front

Size 2:

Excursion, Kodiak, Capri I, Capri II
back, Calabria, Touryak,
Seayak 500 / 520, Dayliner L

Size 3:

Dayliner S, T 470, T 505, Seayak,
Motion, Marlin, Barracuda RS,
Millenium, Proteus, Piave,
Laguna, Alborea, Yukon K II

Size 4:

Poseidon, Yukon Expedition,
Touryak 500, Excursion EVO

78180
74195

78020
78097

74070

78095

Spraydecks

Expedition Touring

Nylon rot

Nylon black - yellow

Touring spraydeck with waterproof zip
by TiZip. The deck can be opened easily
to reach items in the boat or simply for
good ventilation. Plate made of Nylon
reinforced with Cortex on the lateral
rim of the cockpit. Net bag on the plate
and on the chimney. Chimney made of
breathable 2-layer material.

Soft, light Nylon material, pocket at the
front of the chimney, welded seams,
removable shoulder straps.

Soft, light Nylon material, pocket at the
front of the chimney, welded seams,
removable shoulder straps.

Size M: Art.No. 72 650, 86 - 90 cm
Size L: Art.No. 72 660, 92 - 94 cm
Size 7 Cruiser: Art.No. 72 670

Size and Art.No. see table

Size and Art.No. see table

Nylon mit bag

Nylon universal

Flex Hatch cover

For all CRUISER models.
The useful dry pack sack has been integrated into the spraydeck and firmly attached
to it. Small items are within easy reach of
the paddler.

Nylon spraydeck with mesh pocket at
the front, grip sling and shoulder straps.
Cockpit size and hem adjustable with
elastic band.

Stretches similar to neoprene, but
can be stored easily.

Art.No. 74 195

Hatch to 85 cm: Art.No. 72 600
Hatch to 93 cm: Art.No. 72 700

Hatch 81-86cm: Art.No. 78 230
Hatch 88-94cm: Art.No. 78 235
Hatch 95-102cm: Art.No. 78 240

Hatch cover Neoprene

Hatch cover Nylon

Tight grip, won’t flap.

Available in different hatch sizes.
PVC-laminated material.

Hatch to 85 cm: Art.No. 78 210
Hatch to 93 cm: Art.No. 78 200

Size and Art.No. see table
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Life jackets

Mach II

Floater Life Vest

Fully equipped kayaking vest. Front zip for easy putting on
and off. Enclosing strap system to fit the body shape in the
best possible way. Hip belt, rescue belt with panic release, two
pockets, reflective zones.

Light touring vest with zip. Ideal for tourers or kayak rental.
Equipped with reflectors for better visibility as well as a crotchstrap to prevent the jacket from riding up.

NEW from 2013: Cowtail with paddle carabiner
as a standard feature.

Sizes: M/L and XL/XXL
Art.No. 80 080

Angler Life Vest

Kid Bouyancy Aid

Inconspicuous simple life vest for fishing or paddling. Made of
sturdy Nylon material with foam cushions which can be taken
out. 3 large pockets. Zip at the front. 4 straps at the sides to
adjust size. Shoulder strap for length adjustment.

Front zipper, chest and tummy belt for perfect fit, crotch strap
to prevent slipping out, unconsciousness-safe collar, signal
whistle, large reflectors.

Sizes: M/L - XL/XXL
Art.No. 80 030
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Sizes: S, M/L XL/XXL
Art.No. 80 070

Size 1: 15-20 kg
Size 2: 20-30 kg
Size 3: 25-40 kg
Art.No. 80 040

Accessories

Paddlefloat

Hand bilge pump

Paddle leash

The paddle becomes a stabilizing
boom, which facilitates re-entering the
kayak. An essential companion when
venturing into open waters. Our float can
additionally be used as a flat packsack
which can be stored under the deck net.
For safety reasons you should carry a
bilge pump in addition to the float.

Bilge pump to remove water from the
kayak after capsizing or in case of leakage.
Together with the paddle float essential,
when paddling in the sea.

When the paddle gets lost, open waters
can become very dangerous. Our sturdy
paddle leash consisting of a 25 mm
tubular strap with integrated rubber cord
keeps your paddle safe to the boat. It is
attached to the paddle with a belt loop
with Velcro closure.

Art.No. 90 123

Art.No. 90 180

Art.No. 80 330

Towline Multi
Sensible piece of rescue equipment for tourers and sea kayakers.
Packed tightly, the towline is only a bit higher than the 5cm hip
belt so that it fits well on the back between the lifevest and the
spraydeck and does not hinder you from paddling. Packed loosely
(bag folded out) additional pieces of equipment can be stored
together with the rope. Equipment: rope length 10 metres with
integrated impact-softener. Kayaking carabiner with floater. Hipbelt
with quick fastener, reflective zone.

Art.No. 80 178
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Accessories

Paddling paws

Neoprene socks

Gloves

The paws are attached to the paddle
shaft with Velcro. Hands are protected
from wind and cold. One size fits all,
made of 4 mm - neoprene.

No more cold feet when paddling with
our neoprene socks. Neoprene keeps
even wet feet pleasantly warm.

Gloves made of neoprene with non-slip
texture on the inside as well as across the
finger tips. Pre-bent fingers. Velcro strap
at the wrist.

Art.No. 40 840

Gr. S - XXL
Art.No. 40 830

Hoodie Wave

Neo Shoe high

Neo Shoe low

The hood can be used independently of the
jacket, it always fits your head, as there are
different possibilities to adjust the hood to
the shape of head. Closed at the neck: The
hood offers protection from rain and seals
off towards the jacket. The facial protection
is folded back and attached with a Velcro
fastener. Closed facial protection: The face
is best protected from the elements.

High-cut paddling bootie made of elastic
neoprene with vulcanized sole. Perfect in
narrow boats, as the shoes do not take
up a lot of space.

Low-cut paddling bootie made of elastic
neoprene with vulcanized sole. Perfect in
narrow boats, as the shoes do not take
up a lot of space.

Art.No. 46 980
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Gr. 36/37 - 46/47
Art.No. 40 600

Gr. 35/36 - 45/46
Art.No. 42 300

Gr. 35/36 - 45/46
Art.No. 42 400

Clothing

Superlight Neoprene
Superlight – Neoprene is suitable for competitive
sport, summer paddling and for wearing under
non-breathable paddling jackets. Upper lamination
100% „Superstretch“Nylon. The thermo-reflective
lamination is pleasant on the skin, offers perfect
ability to move and protects the body from cooling
down.

Pullover Superlight

T-Shirt Superlight

Shorty Superlight

Cap Superlight

Like Neoprene t-shirt, but with
long sleeves.

Short-sleeved top.

Short Neoprene pant cut
to fit when sitting.

Sizes: S - XXL
Art.No. 41 550

Sizes: S - XXL
Art.No. 41 350

Sizes: S - XXL
Art.No. 41 450

Very thin cap.
Keeps warm and does not
get in the way.

Art.No. 40 700

Junior Neopreneshirt
Long-sleeved shirt made of thin
Neoprene. Very stretchy and pleasant
to wear.

Size 1, 2 and 3
Art.No. 41 360

Junior Jacket
Breathable jacket with comfortable
fit. Adjustable collar and cuffs. Velcro
fastener. Two-layered material.
Two-layered material:
Upper material: 100 % Nylon
Membrane: 100 % Polyurethane

Neoprene suit laminated on both
sides. The variable Velcro fastener at
the shoulders and the flexible material
make the suit grow with your child.

Size 1, 2 and 3
Art.No. 46 760

Size 1, 2 and 3
Art.No. 43 200

Junior Neopreneshort
Short Neoprene pants cut to fit when
sitting. 3-mm-Neoprene, laminated on
both sides.

Size 1, 2 and 3
Art.No. 43 210

Junior Long John

SIZE

With the help of our
table, you can easily
determine the right
size for your child.

height
chest

1

2

3

132 - 142 cm

142 - 152 cm

152 - 162 cm

66 - 71 cm

71 - 76 cm

76 - 81 cm

waist

53 - 58 cm

58 - 63 cm

63 - 68 cm

hip

71 - 76 cm

76 - 81 cm

81 - 86 cm
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Clothing & packaging

Polartec Powerstretch

Bamboo Shirt

Barrels

Perfect additon for breathable paddle
clothing. Due to its paddler-specific cut is
perfectly snug to the body when paddling.
Polartec Power Stretch® is bi-elastic and
especially breathable. The sturdy exterior
is wind- and abrasion-resistant, the soft
interior absorbs moisture from the skin and
keeps the paddler pleasantly dry and warm.

Made of odor-neutralizing breathable
material which quickly diverts moisture from
the skin. The natural infrared rays in the
bamboo promote the body’s own insulation.
The incorporated UV ray protection 50+
protects the skin from the sun.

Screw-top closures and rubber seal
ensure these storage barrels are
watertight, sturdy and food safe.
The smallest barrel will fit behind your
back belt.

64% Recycle Polyester
25% Viskose (Nano Bamboo Charcoal)
11% Elasthan

Polartec Pullover
Sizes S - XXL: Art.-No. 49 300
Polartec Shorty
Sizes S - XXL: Art.-No. 49 400

Men, M-XXL: Art.No. 49 160
Women, M-XXL: Art.No. 49 170

3,6 Litres: Art.No. 90 305
6,4 Litres: Art.No. 90 310
15,4 Litres: Art.No. 90 320
26,0 Litres: Art.No. 90 330

Handy bag

Hatch bag

Air Pack

Floatable. Waterproof Nylon bag with valve
for easy inflation, to ensure your mobile
phone stays safe while paddling. Complete
with safety loop and belt clip.

A combination of watertight clothes bag
and hatch lid. Roll-top closure with triple
safety buckles. Universal size for cockpits
from 86cm. Straps, which are fastened
around the boat, for strong hold. Handles
facilitate handling of the boat with
attached bag. Shoulder strap detachable.
Material Nylon, taped seams.

With the AirPack the paddler can always
carry dry clothes without having to do
without the safety of a floater. Watertight pack bag combined with separate
floater.

Avalable in 2 sizes:
Size M for mobiles up to approx. 7 x 13cm,
Size XL for mobiles and smart phones
up to approx.14 x 9 cm

Material: sturdy Nylon.
Size as floater 5.
See table page 42.

M: Art.No. 44 030
XL: Art.No. 44 029
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Art.No. 78 010

Art.No. 60 409

Packaging

Dry bags

Deck bag „Seayak“

Watertight Deck bag

Waterproof dry bag, made of sturdy Nylon material. With handle and removable
shoulder strap. The roll-top closure is very
soft and flexible.

Watertight deck bag, accessible from
the boat. Bilge pump holder, mesh bag
with zipper, signal whistle and straps for
attaching to the boat.

Deck bag, made of sturdy Nylon material
with welded seams, can be mounted in
front of or behind the cockpit rim. Roll-top
closure with safety belt, handle and loops
for attachment.

20 Litres Art.No. 44 016
40 Litres Art.No. 44 017
60 Litres Art.No. 44 018
80 Litres Art.No. 44 019
100 Litres Art.No. 44 024

Art.No. 44 025

Art.No. 44 020

Ultrasmall packsize

Pack bag -flatFlat pack bags with roll-click closure Wise
addition to your boating gear. The flat
cut enables storing the bag in narrow
spaces. Due to this shape, the bag is also
suited as a simple deck bag under the
deck net of touring kayaks.

3 Litres: Art.No. 44 031
5 Litres: Art.No. 44 032
8 Litres: Art.No. 44 033
10 Litres: Art.No. 44 034
15 Litres: Art.No. 44 035
20 Litres: Art.No. 44 036

Pack bag Ultralight

Multibag

Very light pack bags which can also be
used as spare bags in addition to your
normal bag. They only weigh a few grams.
Rolled up they fit in your jacket pocket.
PU-laminated RipStop Nylon.

Waterproof pack bags, made of highquality material with the handy roll-topclosure by PRIJON. Sturdy and simple to
use.

5 Litres: Art.No. 44 042
10 Litres: Art.No. 44 044
15 Litres: Art.No. 44 045
20 Litres: Art.No. 44 046

Map sleeve
Watertight, see-through, with four plastic
carabiners.

DIN A4 Art.No. 44 021
DIN A3 Art.No. 44 026

3 Litres:
black Art.No. 44 009
transparent Art.No. 44 101
8 Litres:
black Art.No. 44 008
transparent Art.No. 44 102
12 Litres:
black Art.No. 44 010
transparent Art.No. 44 103
20 Litres:
black Art.No. 44 011
transparent Art.No. 44 104
40 Litres:
black Art.No. 44 012
transparent Art.No. 44 105
60 Litres:
black Art.No. 44 013
transparent Art.No. 44 106
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Transport

Our Transport Range
Our product range offers you a great choice of aids to facilitate transport and handling of your
kayak. Starting with the loading on the roof rack. You will need a basic rack that has been
approved to meet your country’s safety standards for your type of vehicle. You will get this base
rack from your car specialist.
On the following pages, we are offering the kayak-specific equipment. Vertical support bars
permit transport of several boats on the roof rack, as the boats are transported stacked on their
side next to each other. The foldable version allows the rack to remain on the car in case of low
overhead clearance, like a garage door. J-bars are the best protection for your boat in transport,
as in this case the padding will cover more of the boat hull. The V-bars are especially suited for
open canoes and large two-seaters. In order to easily load heavy boats onto the roof of the car,
we are offering our heavy-duty load assist. With this aid, a single person can load even heavy
boats without a lot of effort onto the car roof.
Depending on the distance of the roof rack tubes and the length of the kayak we recommend
tying down the ends of the boat at the front and back, in addition to the roof rack straps.
When transporting your boat on the roof, please observe the respective legal provisions
regarding roof loads, permitted lengths and regulations about marking your load and vehicle
with regard to overhang etc.

Boat Carts
For transport from the car to the water and back as well as in case individual passages during
river tours have to be mastered on foot, we are offering a large range of boat carts. Selecting
the right cart depends on the boat type and the requirements regarding the pack size. Smaller,
lighter carts can be stored well in the kayak, larger boat carts with large wheels roll better in
difficult terrains and do not sink in so easily.

i
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Picture of the
Day Tourer L

Boat carts

Day Tourer

Steel S & L

NEW

The Day Tourer boat cart with strong elastic tie-down strap
can be attached to the boat within seconds. Perfect for short
transport from car to water or for short portages! Very small
packing size.
NEW Day Tourer L
New, larger variety of the ingenious Day Tourer. The basic frame
is a bit broader, so that it can glide a bit further towards the
boat middle. We have also equipped the Day Tourer L with
larger wheels, so that it rolls more easily. Handling remains
simple.

Day Tourer
Material: stainless steel
Capacity: approx. 90kg
Wheel size: 19.5 x 4.5 cm
Weight: approx. 1.8 kg
Art. No. 90191

Day Tourer L
Day Tourer L
Material: stainless steel
Capacity: approx. 100kg
Wheel size: 27 x 6 cm
Weight: approx. 2.0 kg
Art. No.90187

NEW

The frames of the STEEL series are made of stainless steel
and therefore absolutely corrosion-free. The new plug-in
technology with springs made of stainless steel permits a
construction without loose bits and pieces. PU foam wheels
have a very light weight, the wheels cannot lose any air!
Small pack size when dismantled!

Steel S
Material: stainless steel
Capacity: approx. 90 kg
Wheel size: 19.5 x 4.5 cm
Weight: approx. 1.8 kg
Art. No. 90192

Steel L
Material: stainless steel
Capacity: approx. 100kg
Wheel size: 27 x 6 cm
Weight: approx. 2.5 kg
Art. No. 90197

Crossover

Crossover light

Boat cart with support

Due to its round cushions suitable
for all boat hulls from sea kayak to
canoes. Can be fully dismantled, with
broad wheels. Fits into narrow storage
space. Cargo straps included.

Very light, broad wheels keep the
weight of the boat cart just below 2 kg.
The wheels are foamed, so there is no
tiresome pumping or loss of air.

Free-standing cart with bulky tires,
good ground clearance, cargo straps
included.

Material: Aluminium
Weight: 3 kg
Capacity: ca.120 kg
Art.No. 90 186, € 149,90

Material: Aluminium
Weight: 2 kg
Capacity: ca.120 kg
Art.No. 90 190, € 149,90

Material: stainless steel
Weight: 2,6 kg
Capacity: ca.110 kg.
Art.No. 90 193, € 149,90
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Transport

i

Our transport products and boat carts
are exclusively produced in Germany.

Foam padding

J-Bars

V-Bars

Prevents the kayak from
slipping. 2 pieces.

Made of galvanized steel
with plastic sleeve. Set of 2.

For transport of canoes or two-seater
kayaks. Set of 4.

Art.No. 90 236

Art.No. 90 210

Art.No. 90 221

J-Bars with paddle holder
You can now safely stow 2 paddles with
each boat. The paddle holders are firmly
connected with the J-bars. Paddles do not
require extra strap. Set of 2.

Art.No. 90 215

Vertical support bar with
double eyelet
Ideal solution, if you want to transport
several boats on your car roof. Belts can be
strapped down on both sides. Set of 2.

Art.No. 90 219

Stainless steel equipment
We are complementing our well-proven roof rack range with a stainless steel range. These new transport aids
are meant to be mounted on roof rack tubes with grooves. Like for example Thule Alu, Zölzer or various profiles
by car manufacturers. These parts can of course be also mounted on enclosed square tubes with the help of
corresponding adapters.

Adapter square 1
Suitable for adapting the stainless
steel j-bars to standard square
profiles.

Art.No. 90 230

Stainless steel J-Bars

Stainless steel vertical
support bar

Very sturdy j-bar for the safe transport
of your kayak.

Very stable vertical support bar.
When not used, the support bars
can be folded down, so the car will
fit into your garage without having
to dismantle the roof rack Please
measure the distances first!

Adapter square 2

Art.No. 90 235

Art.No. 90 231

Art.No. 90 216
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Suitable for adapting the stainless
steel vertical support bars to standard
square profiles.

Transport

Tie down straps

Python Masterlock

Made of Polypropylene with selfclamping metal buckle.

Made in USA. Very sturdy anti-theft
device for kayaks, bikes and other
sporting equipment. The steel cable can
be tightened after locking.

3,5 m: Art.No. 90 240
5,0 m: Art.No. 90 250

Load assist

Set of lock and steel cable 1.8 m
Art.No. 90171
Set of lock and steel cable 4.5 m
Art.No. 90172
Set of lock and steel cable 9.1m
Art. No. 90176

Loading your boat made
easy with PRIJON’s load
assist! Fits every roof rack
– easy handling even for
smaller persons.

Adapter large
Adapter for attaching our roof rack
equipment on oval or square profile
tubes without groove. Maximum
width 90mm and maximum height
45mm. Set of 2.

Who does not have this problem? The
boat is heavy and the cars are getting
higher and higher. Many paddlers are
being put off the sport due to the
sometimes very energy-consuming
handling. The PRIJON load assist makes
it possible for one person to load a
kayak without any extra help. The load
strap prevents the kayak from slipping
backwards. The bow is placed on the
extension, the stern lifted on the rack.
Push the extension in, strap down the
boat, done!

Art.No. 90 228

Adapter small
Adapter for attaching our roof rack
equipment on oval profile tubes with
groove. Set of 2.

Art.No. 90 226

The most important advantages:
You never have to carry the whole
weight of the boat. There is no more
difficult balancing to do. Even smaller
persons can now easily load the boat
onto the car roof.

Art.No. 90 225

Weise, factum-fotojournalismus.de

Kayak-Smurf
Exclusively at Prijon!

Art.No. 99 995
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Zubehör

Vaco seat cushion

Seat- and Backrest

Comfort Backrest

This new seat cushion for the PRIJON
tour seat is a great help for paddlers
who have problems sitting in the boat
for a longer time. The cushion is filled
with plastic beads and can be adjusted
with a vacuum pump, the cushion
then fits perfectly, because it takes the
individual seat shape of the paddler.
While en route, it can be changed or
adjusted by pumping air in or out.

The included lumbar support can be
adjusted via the backrest. Seat made
of sturdy Nylon material with included
foam padding, back rest cushioned
with preformed foam wedge. Suitable
for many different types of seat.

For PRIJON touring kayaks. The
backrest is approx. 10 cm higher
than standard backrests and very
easy to install.

Art.No. 90 169

Art.No. 90 161

Art.No. 90 134

Seat cover Sirex

Paddel cover

Seat cushion

Keeps you warm inside your kayak
and at the camp fire.

To upgrade your Prijon touring seat.

For better pressure distribution on the
seat area on longer tours. Made of
orthopaedic foam.

Get in – pump- feel comfortable!
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Art.No. 90 160

Seat: Art.No. 900 013 15
Backrest: Art.No. 900 013 05

Art.No. 90 159

Seat cushion Junior

Camp Fire Multi purpose seat

Canoe seat comfort

Suitable for the SEAYAK Junior.
Comes with attachment material.

Padded Kayak and camp fire seat, made
of Nylon with adjustable back rest.
Upper material 100 % Nylon

Padded canoe seat for additional
installation, incl. straps for attachment.
Upper material 100 % Nylon

Art.No. 90 184

Art.No. 90 163

Art.No. 90 162

Zubehör

Seat fit kit

Repair sticks HTP

Reparaturset

Different pieces of foam to adjust
the sitting position. Set.

For repairs of minor damages on HTP
hulls. Available in different colours.

Kit Polyester: Repair material for GFK
kayaks. Set Epoxy: For repairs of minor
damages on Carbon-Aramide kayaks and
boats made of PriLite.

Art.No. 90 015

Art.No. 90 080

Polyester: 400g, Art.No. 00 012
Epoxy: 250g, Art.No. 00 011

xerapol POLIERPASTE
For surface care and removal of
minor scratches on PriLite kayaks.

50g, Art.No. 90 092

Abrasion protector
Glue for protection caps
For the stern of Cruiser 430 in case
of frequent ground contact, for
example in kayak hire.

Also for stern mountings.

70ml, Art.No. 90 096
marine goop
For gluing of foam separations and
other sealing jobs on HTP kayaks.

110ml, Art.No. 00 017
Art.No. 90 031

Mounting Kit for Torqeedo Ultralight 403
Motor mounting kit for Torqeedo Ultralight 403
We have integrated the smallest and lightest high tech electro motor by Torqeedo into our
steering equipment, to fit PRIJON tourers. The motor is attached to the stern instead of the
steering. The battery can be attached in the storage hatch or on deck. Steering is done via the
foot pedals.
Performance details for a Prijon Touryak:
Half throttle: range approx. 26 km, run time approx. 4 hours, speed approx. 6.2 km/h
Full throttle: range approx 8 km, run time approx. 48 minutes, speed approx. 9.8 km/h
Weight approx. 7 kg, completely waterproof, precise GPS-based calculation of remaining range.
Included: Mounting kit for the motor with retraction device and steering lines.
Please refer to your kayak specialist regarding the price of the Ultralight 403 motor.

Art.No. 90 528
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Protection, Care & Info centre

Everything at a Glance
You can leave the back flap with our info centre folded out, while
browsing through the catalogue. So you have all important information
at a glance and can compare the boats easily. In the touring kayak
section you will find a very wide range of boat types.

Transport, Storage & Care
Prijon HTP – boat hulls are very sturdy and hard-wearing. The material used has already received its permanent
protection against UV rays. Normal ground impact occurring when touring cannot harm the hull. Transport
with standard roof racks is easy. Slight deformations caused by the cargo straps will go back to the normal
shape within minutes after unloading the kayak. When transporting longer boats over longer distances, we
recommend you additionally secure the ends of the boat with straps. If the boat is permanently stored outside,
the boat hull should be covered, in order to prevent premature fading of the colour.
Temperatures of -40° C to +60° are no problem at all. Even under such extreme conditions, HTP will keep its
flexibility and sturdiness. It is not necessary to treat it with varnishes, wax or other polishing substances. These
would show on the surface and cause unattractive discolourations. For cleaning, use just warm water with a
dash of washing-up liquid.
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Introduction

Info centre touring

ALLROUNDERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
boat type

The sport of kayaking is something for young and old, for ambitious paddlers who do sports to keep fit
as well as for those who prefer a leisurely paddle to enjoy nature. Immerse yourself into the fascinating
world of kayaking.
Kayaking is our passion, which we would like to share with you.

volume

capacity

cockpit

paddler weight

tracking

agility

stability

speed

Flex 4

Deck-Box

perimeter
line

steering
mountings

storage
front

storage
back

503 cm

63 cm

28 kg

455 L

160 kg

4

75 - 110 kg

TOURYAK 500

8

8

9

8

58 L

133 L

Page 8

470 cm

63 cm

27 kg

440 L

150 kg

2

75 - 110 kg

TOURYAK

7

7

9

7

50 L

125 L

Page 9

MOTION

HTP

454 cm

59 cm

26 kg

340 L

110 kg

3

50 - 85 kg

MOTION

8

6

7

7

45 L

105 L

Page 9

DAYLINER L

HTP

423 cm

64 cm

25 kg

380 L

120 kg

2

60 - 110 kg

DAYLINER L

8

7

8

7

52 L

85 L

Page 10

DAYLINER L "LIGHT" GFK / CA

8

7

9

7

53 L

88 L

Page 10

DAYLINER S

8

7

8

6

35 L

70 L

Page 10

Laminat

432 cm

67 cm

21 / 18,5 kg

388 L

130 kg

9

60 - 110 kg

HTP

387 cm

61 cm

22 kg

319 L

80 kg

3

50 - 70 kg

EXCURSION EVO

HTP

518 cm

70 cm

38 kg

515 L

250 kg

4

70 - 110 kg

EXCURSION EVO

5

8

9

6

ca. 60 L

ca. 120 L

Page 12

POSEIDON

HTP

518 cm

68 cm

39 kg

505 L

240 kg

4

70 - 100 kg

POSEIDON

8

6

9

7

60 L

120 L

Page 12

45 L

YUKON K II GFK / CA

Laminat

546 cm

68 cm

29 / 25 kg

510 L

235 kg

3

70 - 100 kg

YUKON K II GFK / CA

8

5

9

8

RELAX GFK / CA

Laminat

546 cm

68 cm

29 / 25 kg

510 L

235 kg

open

70 - 100 kg

RELAX GFK / CA

8

5

9

8

ALBOREA GFK / CA

Laminat

422 cm

60 cm

17 / 15,5 kg

289 L

90 kg

3

50 - 75 kg

ALBOREA GFK / CA

6

7

7

5

LAGUNA GFK / CA

Laminat

455 cm

64 cm

20 / 18,5 kg

390 L

125 kg

3

65 - 95 kg

LAGUNA GFK / CA

6

8

8

6

FAST SINGLE KAYAKS FOR LAKES, COAST AND THE SEA
material

lenght

width

weight

120 L

Page 13

120 L

Page 13

89 L

Page 14

45 L

105 L

Page 14

storage
front

storage
back

FAST SINGLE KAYAKS FOR LAKES, COAST AND THE SEA
volume

capacity

cockpit

paddler weight

boat type

tracking

agility

stability

speed

Flex 4

Deck-Box

perimeter
line

steering
mountings

SEAYAK 500 LV

HTP

500 cm

55 cm

26 kg

329 L

100 kg

2

50 - 75 kg

SEAYAK 500 LV

9

7

6

9

50 L

95 L

Page 16

SEAYAK 520 HV

HTP

518 cm

58 cm

28 kg

380 L

140 kg

2

80-120 kg

SEAYAK 520 HV

9

8

7

9

55 L

107 L

Page 16

SEAYAK

HTP

490 cm

58 cm

27 kg

360 L

120 kg

3

65 - 85 kg

SEAYAK

7

8

7

8

42 L

110 L

Page 16

PriLite

530 cm

58 cm

23 kg

375 L

140 kg

3

70 - 90 kg

MARLIN PriLite

9

8

7

9

58 L

108 L

Page 18

MARLIN PriLite

PROTEUS GFK / CA

HTP

518 cm

59 cm

28 kg

390 L

150 kg

2

80 - 110 kg

KODIAK

9

5

7

9

63 L

114 L

Page 18

Laminat

520 cm

57 cm

21 kg / 19,5 kg

385 L

140 kg

3

75 - 105 kg

PROTEUS GFK / CA

10

5

8

10

60 L

125 L

Page 20

48 L

119 L

Page 20

99 L

Page 20

MILLENIUM GFK / CA

Laminat

505 cm

59 cm

20,5 kg / 19 kg

360 L

125 kg

3

65 - 90 kg

MILLENIUM GFK / CA

7

8

8

8

BARRACUDA RS GFK / CA

Laminat

518 cm

55 cm

19 kg / 16 kg

335 L

100 kg

3

60 - 90 kg

BARRACUDA RS GFK / CA

10

4

2

10

UNCOMPLICATED BOATS FOR BEGINNERS AND OCCASIONAL PADDLERS
boat type

material

lenght

width

weight

volume

capacity

UNCOMPLICATED BOATS FOR BEGINNERS AND OCCASIONAL PADDLERS
cockpit

paddler weight

boat type

tracking

agility

stability

speed

Flex 4

Deck-Box

perimeter
line

steering
mountings

storage
front

storage
back

CAPRI I

HTP

367 cm

62 cm

20 kg

260 L

90 kg

2

50 - 80 kg

CAPRI I

7

6

7

6

95 L

Page 22

CAPRI II

HTP

467 cm

69 cm

33 kg

485 L

200 kg

1/2

55 - 90 kg

CAPRI II

8

6

9

6

90 L

Page 22

Laminate

466 cm

69 cm

24 kg / 22 kg

460 L

200 kg

3

55 - 90 kg

PIAVE GFK / CA

8

6

9

6

80 L

Page 22

CRUISER 320

HTP

323 cm

70 cm

22 kg

370 L

135 kg

7

70 - 110 kg

CRUISER 320

4

9

10

2

115 L*

Page 24

CRUISER 430

HTP

430 cm

68 cm

23 kg

405 L

140 kg

7

70 - 110 kg

CRUISER 430

8

7

9

6

110 L*

Page 24

CRUISER II

HTP

470 cm

69 cm

34 kg

510 L

240 kg

7

70 - 110 kg

CRUISER II

7

7

10

5

110 L*

Page 24

PIAVE GFK / CA

KAYAKS FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS
boat type

FLIPPER

material

lenght

width

KAYAKS FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS
weight

volume

capacity

cockpit

paddler weight

boat type

tracking

agility

stability

speed

PriLite

293 cm

56 cm

9 kg

210 L

40 kg

8

20 - 35 kg

FLIPPER

4

10

6

4

SEAYAK JUNIOR

HTP

383 cm

56 cm

16 kg

235 L

60 kg

1

35 - 55 kg

SEAYAK JUNIOR

7

7

7

6

SEAYAK JUNIOR „PRO“

HTP

383 cm

56 cm

18 kg

235 L

60 kg

1

35 - 55 kg

SEAYAK JUNIOR „PRO“

7

7

7

6

Cockpitsizes: 1 = 81cm, 2 = 92cm, 3 = 88cm, 4 = 93 cm, 7 = 110 cm, 8 = 62 cm, 9 = 100 cm

2

boat type

HTP

KODIAK

But I am not only fascinated by travels to far off countries, an evening glide on our local Simssee at
sunset or a fun-packed white water ride on the nearby Brandenberger Ache are all it takes to remind
me of the amazing diversity of my sport.

weight

HTP

boat type

In what other way can you move so quietly and with your own muscle power and in what other way
can you move your approximately 80kg of luggage so easily and with little input of energy.

width

TOURYAK

DAYLINER S

last year I had the wonderful opportunity to test our sea kayaks as far
away as Greenland. I did not only enjoy combining hobby and profession
there, but I became again aware of how fascinating our sport is.

lenght

TOURYAK 500

DAYLINER L "LIGHT" GFK / CA

Dear friends
of the kayaking sport,

material

ALLROUNDERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Assessment: 1 low - 10 very good, tracking and agility can
be influenced by using steering equipment.

Flex 4

Deck-Box

perimeter
line

steering
mountings

storage
front

storage
back
Page 14
Page 15

56 L

*Storage spaces not watertight.

Page 15

explore

horizon
the
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